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MEETINGS

-

WHERE

«& LHEN

HAIN HEETING: Tuesday 10th March 1987 in the Bardon Prot. Dev. Ctr. 390 Simpsons Rd.
Bardon. Entrance through car park in Carwoola St. Doors open 7pm (library), Meeting
starts at 8pm sharp. A Demo by Cockroach Software of their "GRAPHICS PIRATE"

WORKSHOP: Sunday 15th March 1967 (1pm - Spm) in the Guidance Officers Training Ctr.,
Bayswater St. Milton, Bring your programming- or hardware problems, as wel: as your
own computer equipment! = 2Soham
to copy our Public Domain Disks.
PLEASE NOTE: Workshop Meetings are for MEMBERS ONLY! Ph. Colin Shipley - 36 2511 a.h.
AMIGA MEETING: Sunday 29th March 1987 (1pm - 5pm) in the Guidance

Ctr, Bayswater St. Milton.

Officers Training

Disks and File Organization on the Apiga.

Bring your own computer equipment!

- Ph. Steve McNamee - 262 1127 a.h.

REGIONAL HEETINGS
CANNON HILL meets on the 4th Saturday of the month (1Znoon - 1Zpm) in the Cannon Hil}
State School. Ph. Barry Wilson - 399 6204 a.h. or Ron Jarvis - 399 6981 a.h.
CAPALABA meets on the 3rd Saturday of the month (lpm - 5pm) in the Capalaba State
High School. Ph. Ray Clark - ¥## ¥%#* a.h.
RE meets on the ist Sunday of the month (1pm - 5pm) in the Kenmore State Schoo!
Library. Ph. Peter Reeve - 378 2665 a.h. or Keith Hadland - 378 6698 a.h.

KINGSTON meets on the 2nd Friday of the month (7pm - 10pm) in the Kingston State
School. Ph. Peter Harker - 800 4929 a.h.
PINE RIVERS meets on the 2nd Sunday of the month in the Strathpine High School.
entrance). Ph. Bruce Wylie - 359 9779 a.h.

SHERWOOD meets on the 2nd & 4th Friday of the month (7.30pm) in the Graceville
school. Ph. Leigh Winsor - 379 2405 a.h. or Philip Parkin - 818 1172 a.h.

irear

State

THE GAP meets on the 3rd Wednesday of the month (7.30pm) in the Gap State School.
Ph. Julianne Fallen - 300 2982 a.h.
WAVELL HEIGHTS meets on the Znd Tuesday of the month in the Waveli Heights High
Schoo! (library), Brae St. Ph. Rob Adamson - 266 8353 a.h.

CALOUNDRA meets monthly in various locations. For meeting times and dates:
Ph. Vic Mobbs - 071 / 94 1330
HARYBOROUGH/HERVEY BAY meets on the 4th Monday of the month (7pm - 10 oe in the Sunbury State School, Alice St.

Ph. Terry Baade - O71 / 21 2271 (w) or O/1/2i 5059 a.h.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
PRIMARY EDUCATION SUB-GROUP meets on the 3rd Tuesday of the month (7.30pm)
Aspley State School.
Ph. Bill Weeks - 208 8620 (work) or 341 2823 a.h.

in the

P
ING SUB-GROUP meets during the Main Meeting in our Club Rooms.
Ph. Jim Vick - 345 1878 a.h. or Tom Kelly - 277 9900 a.h.
CP/M SUB-GROUP meets rege the Hain Meeting in our Club Rooms.
Ph. Regan Russel! - 648 1353 a.h. or Steinar Johansen - 207 3065 a.h.

PLEASE NOTE: COPYING OF COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE 1S NOT ALLOWED AT ANY OF OUR MEETINGS!!!
Do you want to form a Sub-Group in your District?
Contact our Sub-Group Coordinator, Terry Steer (Ph. 806 2424 a.h.) for details.
-2-

SOlcor’s

Notes

Our apologies for the late delivery of the February issue of "Cursor".

A move to

new premises by our printers, coupled with annual holidays, caused the delay.
hoped that with this (March) issue we will be back to normal again.

It is

In this issue we are pleased to print another article by the Commodore Sage from
Canberra, Paul Blair (Disk Logger Revisited). For the benefit of our many new members
| should explain that

Paul

has

had

for many years now a love/hate relationship with

Commodore and their products, in particular their disk drives! Some of the fruits of
his labours can be found in his series of articles ee
With Disk Drives", which
we published in booklet form, and is required reading for all new owners of 1541 disk
drives. Currently Paui is engaged in upeeves Hi the secrets of 1571 drives, and no
doubt we will sooner or later see his investigations in print. If Commodore do go
ahead with their plans for releasing a 3,5" disk drive for the C-64 and C-128 Paul
will no doubt have at least another year’s work in front of him! What a pity he does

not oi an Amiga with 3,5", 5,25” and hard disk drives - that would really keep hia
quiet!
Talking about disk drives brings us to the articie ‘Problems with the 1571’ by

Greg Perry. Yes, that’s right, Mr. President himself! At Tong Tast he has put his
rang to the keyboard and written an article for a ten pt Welcome back ees
Iso in this issue are Jim Vick’s reviews of 'Pocket Planner’ and ’Pocket
Filer’,

the companion programs to ’Pocket Writer’, which was reviewed in last month's issue,

as well as reviews of 'Freeze Frame MkIII’ by Nurray Smith and the ’Citizen 120-D’

peuss by Lindsay Whipp and the undeSst na This printer was made available to us
y Sundown Computer Centre with our thanks.
A substantial portion of this newsletter was produced with the Citizen 120D
printer, and having the ability to produce Near Letter Quality in Condensed mode most
certainly improves the appearance of the newsletter. Regrettably ay wife is not so
happy about the Situation, because four printers within twelve months is definitely
above average and has put rather a strain on the budget.
lf you are new to printers | can recommend the "Dot-Matrix Printer Basics’ article
which | have ’borrowed’ from the Canadian T.P.U.G. magazine.
Lindsay Whipp also writes in this issue about the ’Monitoring of Reais
Responsibilities’. If you wonder what has happened to Lindsay’s cartoons
this aonth,
| can assure you that they will be back soon. During his holidays he has been busy
de
his house. We think -that he Peerage the other kind of painting!
Phil Guerney’s 64 000 Byte Question takes the form of a cross word puzzle this

month. As

poor Phil

has been tearing

his hair out over the last couple of months

trying to find a quiz format that will attract some answers, we sincerely hope that
this time you will all make a real effort to send in a solution.
For the Amiga users | have ‘borrowed’ an article, giving the lowdown on the new
"Kickstart/Workbench' Version 1.2. The official release date for this package is now

mid February,

but don’t hold your breath if there are some further delays!

As mentioned in "Random Bits" our Technical Coordinator Roger Haig had to resign
from this position because of pressure of work. Over the years that | have known

Roger,

| have always found hig willing to give assistance whenever he could, and he

vill be sorely missed. Best of luck in your new job Roger!

To those geabers who only read the Editor's Notes: PLEASE NOTE that our March Main

Meeting will be held on the 2nd Tuesday of the sonth, i.g. 10th March 1987!
Ralph De Vries
-3-
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AMIGA MEETING (25th Jan.)
We don’t know if it was due to the long weekend, the hot weather, or because the
February newsletter had not been received, but whatever the reason, attendance was
down quite considerably. Even the librarian was absent - something which upset quite
a few members. Despite these little setbacks several new members joined up, and we

will soon have reached the magic number of 50 Amiga gembers.

Plans are well in hand for a series of lectures and demos during 1987.

MAIN MEETING (Ord Feb.)
An auspicious start to the new year. The library was particularly well attended
and very hot indeed: (Not due to Naurie’s temper | hasten to add - it was the
weather!). [n the air-conditioned auditorium the President welcomed all and sundry,

and after the usual wise words of Secretary and Editor, our ‘Resident Cartoonist’,

Lindsay Whipp gave a demo of the Citizen 120D panies (courtesy Sundown Computer

Centre), which attracted a great deal of attention. After a short break Jon Kalkman
chaired a meeting of our panel of ‘experts’, which consisted of Phil Guerney, Bernard
Speight and Anthony Thyssen, who answered a wide range of questions posed by members.
Ken Charters (minus beard) frantically waved a slimline disk drive around and also
talked about a golf competition

played on computers,

while Anthony Thyssen waved an

8K RAN cartridge in the air. No doubt we will hear more from these gents in a future
issue of this newsletter.

TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Some of you may have noticed in the February issue of this newsletter
directory page there was a blank space against the position of Technical

that on the
Coordinator.

For some years now this position has been filled by Roger Haigh who during his

term in office has made a considerable

impact on the well-being of our group.

Some

years ago of course he designed and manufactured one of the very first reasonably
riced modems for our group. As a consequence of this the group established its own
Bulletin Board System, and indirectly it has also contributed in lowering the cost of
commercial modems. Equally important Roger has been able to assist many members with
hardware modifications and by offering advice with the purchase of ‘electronic bits

and pieces’.

;

For all this and more Roger deserves

the sincere thanks of all our members,

and we

wish him well in his new profession as lecturer at the Seven Hillis Technical College.

INFORMATION
Our committee members are mostly always available for advise to members both old

and new. If you have recently joined and need advice, but don’t know whom to turn to,
it is advisable

to ring in the first instance our Secretary,

Nora Chambers

(341 5651

a.h.) or our Newsletter editor Ralph De Vries (300 3477) who, if they cannot assist

you, may be able to point you in the right direction.

A GOOD EXAHPLE!

We noticed that the A.C.T. Newsletter has changed from A4 size to ‘our’ AS size.

Glad to see that you fellows down there have seen the light at last!
-5-

SERVICE CONTRACTS
Don’s Computer Repair Centre are now offering service contracts on al! Commodore

computers and peripherals. Particularly where computers are used in a business

Situatioh a service contract can be of great benefit.

Contact Don for details.

URGENTLY NEEDED
Gradually a fair selection of new Amiga software is peeel on the Australian
Barket. Amongst other items we have nated "Superbase Personal", "DeLuxe Paint 2°,
"DeLuxe Music Construction Set", "Dynamic CAD", "Printmaster Plus” etc.
.
Particularly in the case of the so-called 'Application Programs’ we would like to
see some reviews by members who use these programs professionally, but reviews of
Amiga games are welcome too! So, spend half an hour or so by writing down your.

impressions of some of this new software, and we don’t expect only glowing reviews.
If you find that it is an overpriced pile of garbage, your fellow members wil! thank
you for your honest opinions.

In

Fo rm

ComPUTER

CRIME?

DID YOU REMEMBER?
Last month we requested of those members who have

advise our Secretary Norm Chambers of this change, as in

Issue from time to time a separate Amiga supplement.

es over

to the pares to

the future we intend

If we don’t have this

—

to

information you will obviously not receive this supplement. Norm would also like to

hear from all other members who change from one mode! to another mode! Commodore

computer,

so that we can have up-to-date

information at our finger tips.

And members stil] forget to advise our Secretary of changes of
address!

REDCLIFFE SUB-GROUP

This group has gone into recess (temporarily we hope), because of staffing- and

premises problems. If members from the pedcliffe Peninsula have any suggestion
offer for a revival, our Sub-Group coordinator would like to hear from you.
---o0000---§-
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PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS (C-64 & C-128) - $6.00 ea (Postage Paid)
PUBLIC DOMAIN TAPES (C-64) - $2.00 ea (+ $1.00 _aeraee Per Order)

BLANK DISKS 5,25" (ss/dd) - $18.00 per box of 10 (+

$2.00 Postage)
MULTI-COLOURED DISKS 5,25" (ss/dd) - $20.00 per box of 10 (+ $2.00 Postage)
COLOURED DISKS 5,25" (ds/dd) - $22.00 per box of 10 (+ $2.00 Postage)
DISK BOXES (hold 90 5,25" disks) - $20.00 ea (+ $5.00 Postage)
PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS FOR AMIGA 3,5" - $10.00 ea (Postage Paid)
BLANK DISKS FOR AMIGA 3,5" - $50.00 per box of 10 (+ $2.00 Postage?
DISK BOXES (hold 90 3,5" disks) - $18.00 ea (+ $5.00 Postage)
"PUBLIC DOMAIN BOOK" (for C-64) - $5.00 ea (+ $1.00 Postage)
"STARTING WITH DISK DRIVES" (for 1541 owners) - $2.00 ea (+ $1.00 Postage)
"C-126 MEMORY MAP" - $2.00 ea (+ $1.00 Postage)
"AMIGA DOS SUMMARY" - $3.00 ea (+ $1.00 Postage)
TURBU-ROM ECF 0-54 ot ae eee Price - 40.00
Customised
Version (tour choice of Screen Colours + Your Name on Screen): $45.
—
USER PORT PLUG (with Key Way) - $8.00 (+ $1.00 Postage)
USER PORT PLUG BACKSHELL - $3.00 (+ $1.00 Postage)
USER PORT to CENTRONICS CABLE - 635.00 (+ $1.00 Postage)
ADDRESS LABELS (23 x 89 mm) - $14.00 per 1000
RIBBONS for MPS-1000, GX-80, LX-80 PRINTERS - $8.00 ea (+ $1.00 Postage)

ADDRESS all orders to P.O. Box 274 - Spr ingw
.

t

UPGRADE CHARACTER EPROM for 801/1525 Printers.

(Also requires exchange of ROM ct

UPGRADE

s

- (Gives descenders on p,g,q,y and j.)

~ Supplied & Fitted $30.00

EPROM to convert 1526 Printer to 802

Printer - $20.00

Contact Lester Bennett on 800 1243 before 8pm on weekdays for more details.
Available for Hire to Hembers only: 1526 Commodore Printer
For details contact hoger Haigh on 399 8037 (after hours)

EQUIPMENT MODIFICATIONS

by Anthony Thyssen during Milton Workshop and Graceville Sub-Group meetings.
For further

details contact Anthony Thyssen on 371 1233 (a.h.)

SERVICES OFFERED
RESET SWITCHES:

Plug-in
$6.00
Built-in
$6.00
[On some 64’s the plug-in switch does
not work. In this case you may return

it for a refund or exchange.]

_

DEVICE NUMBER CHANGE: Printer/Plotter 4-6

RESET RESTORER : ae
$4.00
) = Built-in
$6.00
(Tap reset switch while pushing this
button. This will reset any protected

memory poopie?

$6.00

-

Disk Drive 6-9

C-64 with Socket or 0-128 $6.00
C-64 without Socket or C-128D $10.00
WRITE PROTECT SWITCHES (Price to be finalised)
TURBO ROM INSTALLED:

64/128 SELECT BUTTON

$6.00 (Plug-in or Built-in)

SERIAL SWITCHING BOX (Order Only) $14.00
SERIAL PORT DOUBLER (Order Only) $14.00

$6.00

He

wie
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by Hurray Saith

Just recently | was offered the opportunity of upgrading my Freeze Frame Nk. 1/1.
For a mere $17.00 you can return your old but faithful Freeze Frame for the new

improved version - FREEZE FRAME Mk. 111

.

.

| waved a tearful goodbye to my close friend and sat back and waited in
anticipation for the new generation! A few days later | received my brand spanking

new Freeze Frame Mk.III, fn appearance there's little difference except for colour,
which is now blue.

| plugged

it into my C-64’s memory

expansion port and switched

on.

The opening frame lists tr following functions:
(N) - Configure memory - meaning the memory will be configured in such a way that
rT aRE Frame can distinguish which areas of memory are being used when the save is
made.
(kK) - Normal Reset - if this is used the memory will go unaltered, therefore
whole memory will be saved. This would be used for programs which check for

the

configured memory.
|
(5) - Subsequent Parts - this procedure will allow you to transfer the extra parts

of some tape-based multi staged programs to disk. You will have the choice of using
"fast or normal speed loaders’ as well as being able to choose whether
"selective or consecutive’.
There are three other functions I should mention - these are:

the parts are

__'D) - Directory - besides getting a catalogue of your disk you can also delete
files while it is in this mode.

(F) - Format - speaks for itself.

_ (C) - File copy - you can copy files up to 248 blocks

a

long. The files will be

individually and you will be required to press Y or N.

he big question is if

any faster.

The answer

programs backed up with Freeze Frame Nk.I1]

to hat is a definite yes.

acually load

|’d say there would be about an 80%

increase in speed. A backup of Easy Script loaded in appr. 27 seconds; faster than
F.F. Mk.11 and heaps faster than the original version of Easy Script. Also there has

been some reduction in bytes used in copying the programs.
20, if you have a few extra bucks laying around, give it a try. If you have Freeze
Frage Mk.11, I’d say pay the $17.00 and upgrade.
{Murray’s review of Freeze Frame Mk.11 appeared in the July’86 issue of CURSOR.)
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POCKET

PLANNER

128/64

by Jin Vick
y - Spreadsheet
Titer’

review from the series

"Pocket

Planner’,

'Pocket Filer’

and ’Pocket

All three rograms share the same general format for menu layouts and commands
where a miieabie” which is great, as swapping from one program to another is _
certainly simplified, and as is now common,
the three programs share the sage file
structure and can interchange and use data from one program to another.
-B-

|

These programs are somewhat unusual in that the disk contains two different
programs, one for the C-64 in 40 col mode and one for the C-128 in either 40 or 80
col mode and making use of the greater memory of the C-128. Incidentally in 128 mode

you can toggle backwards and forwards from 40 to 80 cols. with a key press. Both the
64 and 128 programs are very similar; in fact the 40 col 128 program looks exactly
the same as the 64 version and both programs share the very extensive
which can be called up at any time.

‘Help’ files

As with all spreadsheets it has some very good points and some not so good ones.

The program makes extensive use of a six-line message box across the usp of the

screen which is accessed via the Commodore key, which in theory should tell you all
the commands to run the prograg, but you stil! have to refer to the manual in a

number of cases. All commands are executed by a key press, with for some commands up

to three keys needing to be pressed at the same time, which | found a little bit
awkward. The format for entering a formula is rather unusual, in that you first enter

it as a label in a cell and then convert it to a formula by pressing the Fl key,

which isn’t too bad once you get used to it, except that the manual makes no

reference to it and the only way to find this information is via the Help screen.

| found in a number of cases that sometimes the information was in the manual and in
other cases it was to be found in the Help files. The other thing that | found a bit

of a nuisance was, that when entering data into a cell, the only way the

would accept the data was by hitting the return or cursor

down keys,

which

entering a row of figures an extra key stroke was required for each entry,

program
meant

if

as it was

not possible to cursor sideways in the enter mode.
Despite these gruables the program does all the things a good spread sheet should,
and once you get to the stage where you can remember the commands without referring
to the instructions, things move along fairly easily.
Some of the better

functions

the program offers include:

available

from an extensive

range of options which

A) - The ability to easily print a range of graphs both to the . screen and the
.
printer in several different formats.
B) - When printing Stage ees the program has a sideways option built in that
does not require special files or the loading of a special program, as the last
spread sheet which | reviewed required.

C) - A wide variety of printers are supported, both Commodore and Non- Commodore.

D) - You can overlay one epeean sheet from the disk over the top of another at a

that
position you can dictate by the cursor position - the only thing to watch being the
the cells the overlay will occupy aust be vacant, otherwise the information in
cells will be lost.
E) - The program has an extremely good window function, which allows you to have

as many windows on the screen as you wish - in fact every cell can be set up as a
window, | had ten windows set up at one stage and found it quite fascinating to be
able to step from window to window and have full use of the spread sheet via every
window.
F) - The spread
processor with all
documents from the
spread sheet as an
To sua up, a

sheets,

sheet can be used to enter text in exactly the same way as a word

the standard word
companion ‘Pocket
80 column report.

processor features, and allows you to load
Writer’ prograa and include the files in a

program that offers a number of features not normally found in spread

sae atehuLaR the spread sheet itself is a little bit more difficult to use

than some, it is certainly worth a look for someone who is wishing to start out and
wants as many options as is possible at a reasonable price (R.R.P. under $90.00)

--900--Q-

POCKET

FILER

128/64

by Jim Vick

5 A database review from the series

’Pocket Planner’,

Titer’.
After doing the previous review for Pocket Planner

'Pocket Filer’

and ‘Pocket

| certainly appreciated the

fact that this program was one of the same series, as ] was able to load Pocket Filer
a be up and running without the minor problems | had experienced with Pocket

lanner.
It couldn’t be easier to set up a database and be using it. To start off you
select the CREATE option from the start-up menu which consists of CREATE, ENTER/EDIT,
REPORT and FILE UTILITIES options. This presents you with a blank screen which you
fill out exactly as you wish, by simply typing

in headings and then specifying the

length of the field with markers. Each field can be formatted in various ways, such
as an Alpha field, a Numeric field, a Date field etc, and you can set such criteria

as wether the field must be filled in or can be left blank and, if it must be filled
in, how many characters of what type are required. Each record can occupy a screen of
160 by 160 characters, and you can fill in this area in any way you choose and scrol|
around it, similar to a spread sheet. While you are in the designing stage you can
set various levels of password protection. This system allows you to set a master
password which is used to encode all data saved to disk. Up to i different levels of
protection can be set to restrict or allow access to any of the various options
availabie.
.

_ After you are satisfied that the layout is to your liking the next step is to save
it to disk as a template that can be recalled at any time it is needed. You then go

back to the main menu and select the ENTER/EDIT option, which prompts you to reload
the template from disk. Once loaded you'l! find that it looks a lot different to the
layout you saved, with each field entry area a solid block and you are restricted in
the
the way you are able to move around. In the start-up position the cursor 1SallIn the
first field area and you can only move to the next field after ou

restrictions you have imposed on each field. After stepping through the ayout you
have designed and inserting the data the record is saved to disk and the screen 1s
again a blank template ready to accept more information.
LE
Once the information is in the database you can then start to manipulate it in
Various ways, some of the options being: sorting in any way you require, searching by
Single or multiple field, altering or deleting a record, adding new records and
creating up to 9 different indexes with each index using different fields as key

fields and with each index sorted or set up ina different way. In this way 1% 15
possible to have very fast access to your information, displayed in various formats.
The next step in using the database is to get hardcopy of the stored information,
S0 back to the main menu and select the REPOR} option, which presents you witha
screen Similar to the CREATE option, and on this screen you decide what the report is

to look like and what information from the database is going to be used. At this time
it is possible to set up math functions

so that numeric data stored in the data can

be manipulated in various ways, such as totalling values from a number of records,
calculating averages, maximums, minimums, using al! the logical functions, if then,
etc. Once this information has been calculated, as

less than
well as printed out, it is possible to write it back to disk and alter information in

and or, greater than,

individual records, and in this way update information automatically.
_ The FILE/UTILITIES option allows you to do all the usual paAee such as back up a

disk with one or two drives, format a disk etc, and a special option which allows you
to restructure an existing format to suit a different purpose.
To sum up, a program that 1 would put in the extremely useful class, and well

worth considering if you are in the market for an easy to use filing system.
--90000--{0-

GITIZENSHIP
RBEVIEVED
by LINDSAY UHIPP
The Citizen Watch Company was nardly the sort of firm I‘’d expect
COMPUTEr gear, Dut Lo and Behold!... Ralph De Vries turned up the

orinter called the Citizen 12D.
your impressions.“

to find

other

day

He said “Put 1t through it 5 paces and
|

quite the opposite reason.

Tike, and even

a

about

Not because i

fhere’s so much

say Dut haven't a hope for this, pecple, has to be THE COMPLEAT PRINTER’

are a couple of points about the design that I don’t

with

write

Wel, folks, I’m a bit stymied as to what I can say about this printer.

don’t think much of it, but for

producing

I should

Sure,

there

one point

about

.<°3 operation which 1s a bit suss, Dut my overall impression 15 that this has aot

be the most

impressive

ozece

of

equipment

capable

of

being

connected

to

to

YOUr

~ommocore.
UieeeUieees © 1] just settle down nere.
7
;
TLQHt, i2k@ Most teature-iaden printers produced of late, the
i22) more o iess
7O1iOWS tne detauit worid-wide standard set down oy Epson. Escape codes and so forth

are seariy aii Epson, out one enormous difference is that tne Lc
15d)
supplied witn
-Ommcgore cartricge.
This is a mocuie wnicn piugs into the s1ce ot the printer,
3005 a5 an inter¢ace,
“his means that ine printer expects ito receive

Wf S@-adout-race’ coces, and not true ASCII, wnicn, of course,
le

JP. 722

JOMmMOCSre Z*inters nave never c@en capadie of
tyoe.

JNOErisning,
“riqier

:

ié

cCpson

ana

other

Caga0.2 Of worthwhile printing certormance must ae fed tO Keep them nagpy.

exdancec

{

al.

etl

a

and
CBM

Tdun

(2

No

Super/Sudscriot,

no

.taiics, or Froportionai grint.

any

features

Boic,

Lu,

wonsequent.iy,

otner

than

reverse

Uoudlestrike,

processors

0 word

Drivers casigned to access tnese features on a Commogore printer.
4

€

oranter,

=530M.../,

iv@ry youll get aii cagatai ietters ana grapmics symoo:s.

this

i. 0008
‘iceman,

ci.emma

waS

avertea

oy

providing

two

separate

Modes

-

if

Un

CEM

ar

Compressed,

my

and

have

you

use

=: teman

Flu

\raac

in CEM mode ic expects CSM coces, out in Plus mode it expects ASLIi, anc in
a.. the tancy features are avalladle. i've Aappiiy used casy Script for ay
creating 2t as an Epson, for whicn a printer criver is supplied, and simply

WeTioing = the coces for the features that the oriver dict not cover.
jen codes can oe
ceTinec at sne time, $0, in accition to ail the codes ‘Outit-in" to the oriver, : can
zWat a0OuL access everything that tne printer 15 capable Or Going.
Not SQ tor the
ee en |

witizen icdD.
‘N28 ic0D
policy
CBM interface 1s a sort of two-edgec Sword, 1f means
whe
can of92 providing
plugged ina anc
simoiy treated a5, Say, a aS 0s. rragrams
SPAAt Shag"

or

"Sky

Travel

wii.

fuACTION

perTectsy.

oiler if You

WIS tO

the
tor

iixe

access

raficy teatures, you il have to use a word processor “Nat as.OwS = talioring”
Senter uriver.
i ve created a printer v2.2 TOF Super

JaS@, Sut mocitying ASCIi to LBM anc agding
ev8n $0, i ran out of channels
orinter.

‘that
<ne

of

th

script, using an cpson ariver
teatures Supported oy this great
codes: = Aithough the printer
can

GACKSOsc@, 12 useS a Sligntly different code tO <pson-normai:, SQ . skipped chat,
vowever, ai. the others are there, and some new ones .O Me. ~ YE T4iiON IM iave wisn

-“Goortiona:

“a ON,

aul

Va

TY

a

“rint, and tne .20D's Verticalsy cniarged type is just great:
~

is SsnOwinGa
Tals printer 1S SUpPp.led with a very good manuas
whscn covers ail 1's configurations, and a smalier anual COvering
Basi

icecteniva

sce

a

EATS. AST

‘Jingiisn")

ais

Jommogare version ane outlining wnere this may vary

contigurations.

Tals means that by simpiy

POPPiNg in an Epson or IBM cartridge,

unpiugging

from,

say,

the

JEM

tne Lommodore

tm1s printer Can 08

“updated”

or

cartricge

<No
the

Epson
and

to sult Just about

any computer. #rospective Amiga owners take note:
‘ne cartridge piugs in the side o¢
cn@ unit, so the caple is NOT in the path of the paper.
nowever, folks, ['ve neen
ote
My Riteman printer, which feeds paper from the front {simply},
stands over

tne top of it’s awn supply af caper, and ejects it out the back, ieads
vic

absolute DESPAIR,

the Mickey Mouse tractor

teed arrangement on

7@8:5 as though it's about tO collapse, and consumes paper from

-
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awees

ee
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2s
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wok
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whee

Qn
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again
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ait
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me

the

weird

to

regard

128),

paper.

which

angle

and

i know

the. £ ine traciticGha.
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THE

CITIZEN

120D

and

the

AMIGA

by Ralph De Vries
Hy bet is that not gany of ay fellow members have gone through FOUR different

printers in 9 months! Last year | was using a DPS-1101 Daisy Wheel printer for our
newsletter and for ay own

private use i

etc.)

| had purchased the Riteman Ct

rinter, and | was happy. Now, if late [ast year | hadn’t decided in ay infinite
wisdom that life wasn’t worth living without an he | probably would still be
using those two printers.

Not so. Tee Amiga wouldn’t

interface with a Commodore

Serial port, so after a bit of deliberation | decided on the MPS 1000, because it

offered both a Commodore serial port and a Centronics port - two birds killed with
one stone. Well, the MPS 1000 joined ay household and the Amiga.

Without going

into too much detail, Commodore uses a rather unique system of

Printer drivers fo allow a single set of printer commands to cover a
range of printers. One of these printer drivers is for the MPS 1000.
wrong, but I reckon Commodore stuffed this driver up well and proper.
|] tried to print in Condensed Mode, combined with BOLD and Underline
jumped back to Pica mode (10 char per inch); several examples can be
Feb.’87 newsletter. Now | want to stress that this is NOT a fault of

rather wide
Now, | may be
If for example
the printer
found in the
ete
the

rather an error on Commodore’s part in caprenenesye the WRONG code for BOLD printing
a
(There are several commands for bold printing on the MP5 1000).

Sometine ago our fellow member Bruce Wylie sent me a print out of his Citizen 120D
printer which he had purchased from Sundown Computer Centre. | didn’t do anything

with it at the time, although it looked quite good. However after taking delivery of

the 120-D from Sundown | read the documentation and | became very much intrigued.

THE CITIZEN 120-D INTERFACE CARTRIDGE

The upshot of it was that | ordered one of these printers with the Centronics
Interface

(same price as with the Commodore

Interface,

and they do offer a 6-months

watranty, which is twice as long as Commodore), which offers both Epson and [BM
podes. | connected the printer up to ay Amiga in Epson Mode, chose the Epson Printer
Driver, and all my troubles were over.
| can endorse Suan) word that Lindsay Whipp has written, except that | find the
tractor feed system neither better nor worse than on most other brands of printer.
With a suitable printer stand one can utilize the bottom paper feed of the printer,

and than it takes up no more space than Lindsay’s beloved Riteman: | am absolutely

with the
wrapped in the design. Minor features such as rinter leads not eal
paperflow, easy access to the dipswitches in the plug-in interface etc., all make it
an easier printer to use. The printing out of graphics is also better implemented
than it was on the HPS 1000. Coupled with a six months guarantee,| can only come to
one conclusion; namely that at slits point in time | don’t know of any better printer
under $500.00 for the Amiga. Highly Recommended.
-{3-

Dot-matrix printer basics
by Ranjan Bose

tabulations; international character sets:

downloadable characters; word-processing

When the Commodore 64 computer was
Intreduced several years ayo, buyers had
little trouble choosing among peripheral

devices sucn as disk drives and printers.
(iniv one brand name of compatible
devices existed — CBM. In the last two
\ears. however, several independents
nave

launched

C-64

compatible

disk

drives and even cassette recorders. While
Commodore peripherals used to be less
Uxpensive, this 18 no longer true.

“uxtore printers have aiso gone down by

umest 4 per cent. but the price diftererce hetween them and a third party
ot toatmx vrinter, with interface, has
‘ominisned to tne point where buying a
Commedore printer should not be the
respense.

Several

manufac-

‘urers fiusen, Star, Blue Chip. Riteman,
imorg
there) nave started selling
omnoowlore-ready printers with built-in,
mmm «iore-serial to Centronics-parallel
. Star, for instance, sells the
“f.-l0C mudel, which costs the same as
Mi'ss0v vet also does graphics, ttalics
yeers

ue -

and ‘.Lt) tnear letter quality) printing.

Why parallel?
Busing

a

universal,

parallel

portional spacing; and dot-addressable
yrapnics from 60 to 240 dots per inch.
You may never have occasion to use all
the features such a pmnter offers,
however, itis always better to have more
features than are necessary at the
moment tu leave some room tor future
growth

Most interfaces will let you use your

Prirters have lagged behind in this
respect. Many models of parailel printers
existed, tut none of them couid be easily
connected to the C-64. And these printers
and the necessary interfaces were expen“ive. (inmodore pmnters (152x and now
the MPSxux series) had limited features
atid Dare:y aeceptable print quality, but
‘armed very attractive price tags. In the
ast yenr or so, two things have happenved oan the printer front. Third party
peniers have become more arfordahle
and many inexpensive C-64 interfaces
“athe teen introduced. The prices of Com-

utomatic

functions like margin setting, left, mght
(or Doth) justification, centering and pro-

printer

‘oles sense tur other reasons as weil. It
cantw directiy hooked up with other comjuiters Sine the Amiga), and the depreciahon ena parallel printer is far less than
" a restricted, Commodore-ready
reinter. Eeonemics aside, a parallel

printer in a 1525 emulation mode that
makes available the Commodore graphic

characters and reverse field printing.
With a Commodore omnter you are
limited to listing a program in only one
way. With interfaces you can usually iist
a program so that the control and graphic

characters are listed as mnemunics, as
key presses, as ASCII codes or as graphic
characters. Again, the uptions possibly
outnumber
your
immediate
re-

quirements, but they are there should vou
need them.

Setting up
After vou nave purchased your dream
printer and interface. vou will have to
conneet

the serial cable coming

out of

your interface lo your computers for disk
drive's) serial port. Athin wire ending in

an adapter goes wither to the Datasette
port or joystick port for powering Vour
interface. AM power swatches should be orf

when yeu plug in the adapter unless you

love blowing-up fuses or even microchips!

The other connection from the antertace
goes to
printer.

the

Centronics

port

on

Sour

The next step is to set the tiny DIP
(Dual Inline Package) switches on your tnterface and/or your printer so that the
computer, interface and printer can communicate properly. Use a sturdy
toothpick for this manoeuvre. The DIP

switches usually control funcuons bke line
feeds, printer type, interface mode and
device number selection. Since the C-64

usually dives not send a line feed with each

urinter typically offers a vast array of
features
over
those
offered
on

carriage return to the printer (uniess you

immudere-ready printers. To name a
“+#: multiple pitehes; type styles like
mid. emphasized, NLQ, italics, under-

a file number greater than 127), and since
the printer DIP switches are usually in-

hing, -uperscripts and subsenpts; page
formatting: horizontal and vertical

the setting that allows only the interface
tu send iine feeds. You will thus avoid

have opened the file to the printer with

convenient

to access, you should select

-1|4-

overprinting on the same line or unwanted doubie spacing. The manuals are
explicit about these very critical settings
and should be closely followed.
Your interface can work in three basic

modes (DIP switch selectable or, rarely,
software selectable). In the transparent

mode, all data wil] go through the interface unaltered. This is usually used with
word processors and graphics programs,
and is sometimes the only way to access
certain special features of your printer.
The second mode is ASCII or text only.
Cummodore ASCII, or PETSCII (Commodore’s quirky version of the otherwise
almost universal ASCII code) is converted to true ASCII in this mode. The

third mode is the 1525 emulation mode.
Your printer essentially becomes a 1525
(except it is usually faster). All non-1525
eodes are blocked by the interface. This
mode

is

used

with

commercia},

1525¢compatible programs.
Some interfaces (Xetec, for instance)
have vet another mode, which is a comination of transparent. ASCII conversien and 1°25 emulation all rolled into
ane. In inis mode vou can access all the

special features of your printer and at the
same time print Commodore graphic
-Naracters and print In reverse field.
There are aise fancy interfaces with huge
buffers and multiple fonts. On the other
hand, there are also lowly interfaces that
support oniy text. If you are that hard up,
.cpare better off buying a Commodorereimiy pmnrer or, better sull. skip lunches
and weer and buy a graphics intertace
“en you Nave jost some weight. Most
newer interfaces have active switches
that immediately bring into effect

anges

—_—

made

in the

DIP

settings.

Farner interfaces used to read the set-

tings on power up; changes in the DIP
settings could only be instituted before
saitehing the power on.
(ince the data signal gets past the interface, :t activates the printer to print

something or to perform some function.
A bnef description of the major printer-

features follows

Text
Deot-matrix printers usually print in a
field of Y by “dots. By selectively prinling some ef these dots (typically 5 by 7),

a character shape is generated. These
character

shapes

are stored as binary

-ode in the printer and interface ROM
ind, in Most cases, some of these codes
:an be replaced or new code added to pro-

Graphics
In addition to printing text, most dot
matrix printers also allow you to print

side a custom-designed character-set.
Printers usually have several character

diagrams and graphic designs. Com-

ets for printing regular characters, NLQ
-haracters, italics, international charac-

density of 60 dots per inch and vertical
density of 7 dots per line. Most other
printers allow 8 or 9 pin vertical density
per line and several horizontal densities
ranging from 60 dpi to 240 dpi. Most of
these modes are accessed by sending
special character string codes following
the eseape code. On the Commodore 64.

ers, proportionally spaced characters
ind, sometimes,
special graphic
:naracters (usuaily [BM compatible). By
varying the speed of travel of the prinshead, the pitch of the characters can be
aitered to yet from 10 to L7 epi
characters per inch).

The regular characters generate what
s known as ‘iraft quality printout, with
ach of the dots forming a character beng ‘discermble. The tiny spaces between
,orzontal dots in a character can be

abolished by pmnting the same column of
dots twice while the printhead is traveiling at half speed (at regular speed this
would produce a double «width character).

This is Known as emphasized print. Since
condensed (17 epi) pitch already has high
nonzontal dot density, emphasized prin-

ring iS net permitted (nor necessary) in
tnis pitch. The nny gaps between vertical
tots van he covered by double omntung,

» here a line ts printed. the paper moved
hy 2 fraction of an inch, and the line

printed

again.

The

emphasized

and

,iouble strike modes can be combined to

yive a very dark print. These were
employed in the pre-NLQ days to improve
rhe uppearance of the printout.

Near

‘etter

(quality

printing

uses

miultiple-pass printing and special letter

.napes to produce print that in some
printers is almost identical to typewritren copy. All these enhanced printing

modes cut down the printing speed by 50
t0 80 per cent and eat up the ribbon

yungriy. Superscripts and subseripts ure
_-enerated by printing characters so that

»hey are compressed upwards or
jownwards to half their normal height.
These are usually printed in two passes
ro iMprove readability.

Formatting
{any parailel printers allow formatting

fa printed page. Lett, rignt, top and botrom Margins can be set, and form length

-an be specified in inches or by number
_,f lines. The spacing between lines can

pe altered in steps of W72nd, / 144th or
1, 216th of an inch, depending on the

printer. There are facilities for setting up
Horizontal

tabs (as in a typewriter) or

_ven vertical tabs. These help in the prin7:ng of tables. Some printers Uso support

stifleation, centering, micrajusufeauion
“nd more.

modore 1525 printers allow a horizontal

pressing etr-{ in quote mode generates
this code. You may also send it as

ehr3(27).
Most printers allow you to use both
single sheets or tractor~iriven fanfold
paper. The printers that push tanfold

from behind the platen tend to bundle up
and jam paper at times. Alternatively,
where the tractor comes after the platen
and puils the paper. you get better flow
of paper but you luse the first sheet. a
minor inconvenience. Printing speeds
vary from 100 to [sueps (characters per
‘econd) for draft mode, and 20 to 40 cps
for NLQ made. Generaliy speaking, the
(aster a printer, the nvisier it is. On some
erinters you can select half-speed prinring tor reduced noise (this feature could

save your marriage:).
Most printers use ribbons in easily
replaceable cartridges, while a few allow
you to use regular typing mbbon spools.
The latter method is cheaper, and easily
ribavailable, but is messy to change. The

hons themselves are made of either carnon film, which gives crisper imayes but
has a short life (about 1 million
characters, or 400 pages of double spac-

ed text), or inked nylon (about 2 tu 3
million characters). Some of these can be
re-inked several times. Since the ribbon
rubs over the printhead and its pins con-

tinuously, the imk contains special
‘abricants to reduce friction-induced wear
of the printhead, Vever re-'nke a ribbon
uh ordinary inks.

The printhead itself has a life expect-

ancy of over Lt) million characters. Some
printheads are user-replaceable ‘ hile
others are not. Most printers achieve in-

creased print output by using taster iine-

feeding and bidirectional logic-seeking
orinting. This enables the printhead to
urint from left to right and from myht to
left. starting with whichever edge 1s
closer to is current position. since

printers nuve so Many moving parts, they

are potentially

prone

Warranties range

to breakdowns.

We felt that many newcomers to printers
would like the acconPanying article fron
the ee of the Canadian TPUG Magazine.

Printers in genera/

and Comgodore printers

In particular seep to
present no end of problems to the newcomer.
Fortunately the trend
1S now towards gore

fully featured printers, of which quite a

few are ‘Commodore /nterfaced’, which means
that to obtain these
extra features it js
no longer necessary to
uS@ a seéparate (and
expensive) interface,
Confirmation of this
trend can be found in
this issue of Cursor
in the review of the

‘Citizen 120’ printer,
which is one of this
new generation of
printers and offers

vommodore interfacing

by means of a slip-in

cartridge, which can
easily be exchanged
with a Centronics type
cartridge to work with

PC or Amiga computers.

This new generation of
printers wil{ in most
cases support the growing range of Graphics
programs like Printshop, Newsroom, GEGS

etc, thus offering
gore and wore interesting possibilities for
creative Graphic experigentation and
design.

from 80 days to two

sears and should be an important factor
to consider at the time of purchase.

i
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DISK

LOGGER

REVISITED

by Paul Blair
Many moons

ago,

back

in

the

days

when

a PET

witn

a 12

sicuted your erudition (and depleted bank baiance)
found a utility program named DISK LOGGER, written
Butte-field J. It was about then that disks became
sc are

black

things

that

were

held

>. the gaping maw of a disk

drive,

me my labours

gone

personality

of many

all

hours

their own.

(literally)

there

by.

with

to whizz

They

became

They had structure,

inch

screen

to the world, I!
by the redoubtable
something other than
reverence,

around

real,

shape

with

and

ana

and return

fed

to

a charm

lots

and

of useful

things to stare at and think about.

PET days were easy, apart from my appalling jack of knowledge.

-rograms

loaded

into

at specific

the computer

and easily

of the keys to
the contents of disks

locations. Nevertheless, Jim's program was one
improvement, and I used it often to track down

especially
Each

successive

program.

that

those

Commodore

By now,

up somehow

I had mussed
computer

computers

were

model

getting

Most

recognized
-

or other!

brought

its

a little

more

own

disk

logger

complex,

and

some

idea of how people were stashing things inside tnem became more
critical. The “evaluation copy" fraternity were becoming a force, and
needed to know more. Most of the logger programs were rewrites of the
original, with a few personal changes brought on by the addition of ©
colour,

was

and

so

on.

Few,

the sort of program

if any,

where

changed

the

improvement

program's

was

not

flow,

because

it

needed.

Tne Commodore 128 changed that a bit, particularly when lashed up to 4
1571 disk drive. New words like "burst" became more frequent in the
a-ticles we all read, and the Immers/Neufeld combination convinced us
nat

shoving

miracles

some

machine

code

if done correctly.

into

So what

the

disk

could

drive

could

be made of all

perform

The simple answer is - a new Disk Logger (now you can let your
go!) that is set up to make the most of the C128 and the 15/71.
explain as we go along.
Fingers ready? Fine....... A few notes
future when I wonder just what I did.

190
11@
120
13Q
14@
pe

to

help me

minor

that?

sometime

in

breath
Let me
the

REM: C128/1571 DISK LOGGER
REM: BASED ON JIM BUTTERFIELD'S ORIGINAL.
REM: BURST MODE USED TO LOAD DIRECTORY INTO
REM: C128 BETWEEN $3909-$430@. FILE LENGTHS
REM: ARE READ INTERNALLY IN THE 1571.
REM: 49/80 COLUMN SCREEN, BEST ON 8

17@ REM:
189 REM:
198 REM:

PAUL BLAIR *** 22 NOV 86
35 CALDER CRES, HOLDER ACT 2611,
PUBLIC DOMAIN

290 REM:
219 :

WRITE

ME TO SEE

The program uses a
block (read in at
this case to read
memory. This means
PEEK away.

HOW

FAR

AUSTRALIA

IT TRAVELS

bit of machine code to
line 300) is my version
in all of the directory
that we have a lot of

speed things up. The first
of a burst read routine, in
on Track 18 to computer
the information we need only a

229 BU=9: TB=664 :S=6143:ZZ$=CHR$(@)
:P=RGR(2 )
-16-

23@ Q=78:CL=6:FAST: IFP=@THENQ=39: CL=@: SLOW
24% COLORCL,16:COLOR4,16

BE SGP acer
26@
27@

SR$="TR
BS$="_1

.

ca

eg mn
NAME
SECTOR”

LEN FILE
1 BOOT

SC TYP
@ XXX

DETAILS"

28@ PRINT"{CLS][BLK]C128/1571 DISK FILE LOG V1D / PAUL BLAIR

‘

290 PRINTSQ$:FORJ=@T04 :READT$(J) :NEXT

300 READA: IFA=-1THEN319:ELSES=S+1:POKES,A:GOTO309

319 INPUT"[DOWN]PRINTER
328

N[3LEFT]";Z$:Z=3:IFZ$="Y"THENZ=4

8[ 3LEFT]";U:POKE6161,U

INPUT"UNIT

THENF=1
33@ INPUT"FILE SIZE Y{3LEFT]";Z$:IFZ$="Y"

349 OPEN4,Z:0PEN15,U,15, "U@L"

y

This is where the sirectarmesian really begins. Line 390 gets the
disk name and ID, so now we start looking through the part of the

directory where program details are stored (Track 18, sector 1 is the
first

35
360
370
38@
399
4QQ
410
420
43Q
With

such

sector).

"REM $3000
PK=12288:
ORY
BANK:
ECT
PRINT"[DOWN]READING DIR:SYS6144:
IFPEEK(PK+3)=128THENTB=1328:REM 2 SIDES
OPEN15,U,
15: IFFTHENGOSUB81
PRINT"[CLS]";:PRINT#4,"C128 DISK LOG OF-";
43)
#4, A$;:NEXTJ
):PRINTK+U+1
FORJ=1T023:A$=CHR$(PEEK(P
PRINT#4:PK=PK+256:LT=0
D,1
3,0, 24,
PRINT#4, SR$:PRINT#4, SQ$: IFZ=3THENWINDOW
NLT=1
PK)
:IFNT=OTHE
EK(
PK+1)
=PE
:NS=PEEK(
M=M+1: IFM=1 THENNT
K=PEEK(PK+2)-128: IFK<1ORK>4THENK=0
held

the directory

PEEKing

have to GET

we No longer

in computer memory,

from disk.

our information

We simply look around

the stored directory,

and that to get what we want.

at this

S(PS)
449 PT=PEEK(PK+3) :PS=PEEK(PK+4) : T$=STRS(PT) :S$=STR
:NEXT
(PK+4+d) )
450 F$="" = FORJ=1TO16:F $=F S+CHRS (PEEK

46Q@
470
489
499
5Q@
ig
520
530

IFK=4THENN=PEEK(PK+23)
K
(PK+3@)
L=PEEK(PK+31)*256+PEE
IFM<8THENPK=PK+32: GOT05@0
M=9:PK=12288+NS*256
IFK=@THEN66
slsaUeLs PRINT#@ REGHTSE" "+T$,2)RIGHTS("
Pg"
"“+STR$(L),4)"
PRINT#4,T$(K)RIGHT$("
IFK=4THENPRINT#4, "L=";MID$(STRS(N),2)5
printed

Having

PRG...)

out

the load address

open

the file,

and

sector,

we can get down

to work

track

the starting

and the filename,

"+5$,3)"

.

the file

type

in earnest.

(SEQ,

To get

of PRG files, we need a couple of bytes off disk.

and read

them

We

in at line 560.

the total
If the file is a REL file, then line 600 goes off and figures
number of records. Otherwise, we use the little program put into the

disk drive at line 370 to do some work. Line 620 sends the computer off
to a program that executes 99% in the disk drive, grabbing each
successive sector in turn and counting the number of bytes it reads.
Until it has done its job, there is no communication with the computer,
so the fastest possible read is done with the minimum possible delay.
It's pretty quick.
540 IFK=20RF=1 THENOPENZ,U, 4, “@:"+F $+", "+T$(K)
550 A=@: IFK<>2THENSA=@: GOTO580

+ZZ$)
+ZZ$ )
:B=ASC(B$
560 GET#2,A$,B$:A=ASC(A$
579 SA=256*B+A:PRINT#4, HEXS(SA) ;

589 IFF=$GOTOG5@

-

.
p=

59Q IFK<>4GO0T062¢
600 S1=INT(L/12Q)+1:S2=254*(L-S1):A=INT(S2/N;
61@ PRINT#4,", "MID$(STR$(A),2)" RECORDS"; :GOTO65@
62% GOSUB849
630 IFK<>2THENPRINT#4,
"BYTES="A; :SL=SL+A: GOT065¢
640 FL=A-SA+1]:VC=VC+FL:PRINT#4," "HEX$(A);
658 CLOSE2:PRINT#4
662 IFLT=1ANDM=@THEN68@: ELSEGOT042@
670 :
When all active directory sectors have been analysed and printed for
you, the action shifts to here. Because our little bit of machine code
has stirred the disk drive up a bit, let's re-initialize the disk.
There

are

two

more

items

what the disk drive
Check

our count

that

figures

(stored}in

we

must

check.

is the count
the variable

At

line

of “blocks
BU)

680,

we

free’,

against

the

sector

on

the

disk?

the BAM in computer
see

if Track

It would

memory,

1 Sector

be

useful

to know

we need only check

0 is allocated.

and

is there a

record.

one byte

If it isn't,

then

(line

With

700)

no boot

If it is, then we need to check for the ID of "CBM" in the first
bytes of Track 1 Sector 0, which tells us we have a boot sector.
680
699
799
71Q@
720
73Q
74Q
75Q
76@
77@
78@
799
800

1n

Block Allocation

Map (BAM) on disk, calculated here in line 700 as DB. Next,
boot

read

so we can

to

sector.

three

PRINT#15,"IG":PRINT#15, "M-R"CHR$(25@)CHR$(2)CHRS(3)
GET#15,A$,B$,C$:A=ASC(A$+ZZ$)
:C=ASC(C$+ZZ$)
DB=A+256*C: IFPEEK(12293) AND] THEN74@
OPEN2,U,2,"#":PRINT#15,"U1";2;30;139
GET#2,A$,B$,C$: 1FA$+B$4+C$<>"CBM" THEN/40
PRINT#4,BS$:CLOSE2
: BU=BU+1
PRINT#4,SQ$:PRINT#4,"BLOCKS ON DISK ="TB
PRINT#4,"BLOCKS FREE
="TB-BU
IFDB=TB-BUTHEN78@:REM ALL CHECKS OK
PRINT#4,"BLOCK COUNT ERROR - CHECK DISK"
IFFTHENPRINT#4,"PRG="VC"
SEQ="SL
PRINT#4, SQ$:CLOSE4 :DCLEARONU(U):PRINT"[ 2HOME ]": END
:

The next

few

lines

pure

are

utility.

Lines

810-820

show

another way

of

writing a program down to the disk drive for internal operation by line
850. Line 840 tells the disk drive which track and sector to start work
from. Lines 860 on get back the file data, and convert it to either an

end address,

or file

length.

81% OPEN6,U,6,"#9":PRINT#15, "B-P"630
820 FORA=1T056:READW:
PRINT#6, CHR$(W) ;:NEXT: CLOSE6: RETURN
830 :

640 PRINT#15, "M-W"CHR$(59) CHR$(@)CHR$(2) CHR$ (PT) CHRS(PS)
® PRINT#15,"M-E"CHR$(@)CHR$(3)
860 PRINT#15:"MCR CHRE (1.96)CHRS(@) CHRG(3) :GET#15, AAS,BBS,CCS
879 AA=ASC
:BB=ASC
(AA
(BB$+ZZ$
$+Z
) :CC=ASC(CC
Z$)
$+ZZ$)
880 SY=252: IFK=10RK=3THENSY=254
899 X=9: AA=BB*256+AA: IFAA=QTHENQQ@ : ELSEX=SY+(AA-1)*254
999 VV=9: IFK=10RK=3THENVV=-1
210A=X+CC-24+SA-VV = RETURN

the DATA we need for our machine code routines -

Last, but not least,

firstly the file
code
939

to go into
DATA

“XXe",

types,

the

1571

"SEQ",

then

disk

PRE",

the directory
drive.

“USR"

“REL”

-{8-

burst

read,

and finally

the

94¢ :
958 REM:
960 DATA
970 DATA
988 DATA
990 DATA
1990 DATA
1918 DATA
1020 DATA
1939 DATA
1948 DATA
1958 DATA
1968 DATA
1978 DATA
1988 DATA
1998 DATA
1199 DATA
1110:
1120 REM:
1130 DATA
1149 DATA
115@ DATA
1169 DATA
1170 DATA

BURST READ DIRECTORY, STORE AT $3990
162,
@,14Z,
@,255
169,
@,133,251,169, 48,133,252,169, 15,168,162
8, 32,186,255,169,
@, 32,189,255, 32,192,255
169,
@,133,250,173, 28, 18, 41,191,141, 28, 19
162, 15, 32,201,255,162,
9,169,
7,189,157, 24
32,219,255,232,136,208,246, 32,204,255, 44, 28
10, 80, 76,120, 44, 13,228,174,162, 24,173,
@
221, 73, 16,141,
@,221,169,
8, 44, 13,220,249
251,173,
9,221, 73, 16,141,
9,221,173, 12,220
133,258, 41, 15,201,
2,176, 41,1698,
9,169,
8
44, 13,220,240,251,173,
9,221, 73, 16,141,
@
221,173, 12,220,145, 251,209,298, 233,202,248, 19
230,252,206,162, 24,238,161, 24, 76, 29, 24, 24
36, 56,169, 15, 32,195,255, 96, 85, 48,
@, 18
@, 19, 18, -1
DISK RAM PROGRAM
169,
9%,133,136,133,137,1332138.165, 59,133, 12
165, 69,133, 13,169,128,133,
3,165,
3,291,128
248,258,173,
@, 6,248, 17, 24,2390,136,208,
2
230,137,133, 59,173,
I, 6,133, 68, 76,
8,
3
173,
1, 6,133,138, 76,148,193

There you have it. A new version of a Golden Oldie that will help your
disk management along nicely. Maybe you can think of other things to
add (a BAM map could be added easily, but don't forget you will need to
read Track 53 Sector 0 for double-sided disks). The main thing is for
you to find it useful!
(C)

Paul

Blair

1986
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FAHRILY

BESPONSIBILITIES

ROR

ITORED

by Lindsay Whipp
Even those of you who don’t watch the soapies on TV will realise that none of us
can escape the all-pervading influence of family and/or social responsibilities, the
very stuff of which so much is made by the writers of those potted catalogues of hu-

Han miseries and surrogate aspirations. This means you - you'd better believe it!
Anyway,

our esteemed Secretary,

Norm Chambers,

gleans from his data-base of mea-

bers’ statistics that still a large percentage (about 70%) of our members use the now

positively venerable C-64, and that a further 70% of them use TV sets instead of

monitors. Even a sizeable slice of the (-126 users still employ a portable TV, despite the fact that the C-128 offers RGB output, a distinct improvement over the Composite Video output of the C-64.

Family responsibilities........1’m sure of it.

| remember when I bought my C-64, | looked at monitors and | looked at TV’s. No
contest, thinks 1. The composite monitor is visibly clearer and, especially since

programs such as "GEOS" employ Hi-Res screens continually, the extra $150 or so
seemed
"No
"No
"Aw

not important.
contest!", says |,
deal!", says spouse.
Shucks.", says |,
-|9-

And folks,

that’s

"A monitor

is dead aoney

how they get you.

These fapily

budgeteers

deliberately

stoop

such low tricks as using reason and logic against you, when al] you really want is toto
pursue a haraless hobby with some degree of integrity.
to the family.

But a second TV can always

1s supposed to be a hobby, not an obsession.”

{ mean,

| ask you, does that sound jike a reasoned,

be used.

This

poptca argument?

Well, yes, I'l! admit it does. Or, at least, | did at

the time. So a iarge nuaber

of you out there, whether in Wandin Valley or not, settle for acceptable, but irfiwae inferior, picture quality. Like me. It wouldn’t be so hard to take if you
didn’t know that monitors deliver so much better quality.
jh stores you give in to your indocrination. Family responsibility comes first ---

and

all

that.

Well, for some time now, [I've been pursuing a conviction that TV sets could be
converted into part-time monitors, and finally |’ve found a firm who has agreed to
the modification for the simple reason that one of the staff has a C-64 and he’d come
to the same conclusion.

[’ve had ay set oodified and am amazed. Comparing the modification with a
Commodore composite monitor, I have to admit it's not QUITE as clear and sharp,

but

it's damned close, and certainly a big improvement on the RF-modified
icture obtained by using the TV-aerial type of input with which post of you will be familiar.

Un py set, which is a Rank Arena 13" portable

'Nonitor-Style’

set,

| got what 15 pro-

badly about a 25-30% improvement in clarity, and an almost total elimination of
colour-smearing and flicker.
,
—
.
No further improvement is possible because the set is now delivering
an image to
the maxiaum resolution

of the video matrix

and this,

of course,

is not as fine as

that found on monitors in general. Every set would present different modification
requirements because there is very little standardisation among manufacturers. Nine,
for instance, is a "live chassis" set, anda separate, isolated, transformer was
required to power the small circuit-board "driver® which is mounted inside the set,
with only a cable socket and a switch (monitor on/off) visible from the outside.

However, Down Under Electronics,

who made the modifications,

believe that an

average charge of $120 would cover the cost of the modification to most TV sets, and
about $150 for an RGB conversion for C-128 owners. | know that’s about the price
difference between a TV and a monitor, but your family responsibilities wili be

assuaged by the knowledge that you still have a second TV. Remeaber,

though,

that you

can’t exceed the resolution of the matrix built into your set - you ll never get
peceat monitor quality out of a receiver maximised for television reception.

own Under recommend that you contact them with the make and model number of your

set as a first move, so that they can order the necessary circuit diagrams (expect
about a week's wait), and, when these are available, the actual modification should
ir only a few days. They realise that a computer without a monitor is not real
nifty,

50, basically, I still think that my spouse was wrong. My family responsibilities
would have been better discharged if 1’d insisted not only ona monitor for the conmPuter, but getting rid of the other TY set as well! The most inane eoayater pane ever

written is both more entertaining and of better picture quality than any of
the banal
ee broadcast on the TV airwaves. And this from someone who makes a living from TY
PPOGUCTION. weeeee

_

90, failing this ideal scenario, a modified TV allows me to have ay cake and eat

it, too. | don’t have to watch TV......0..

Down Under Electronics are located at 46 Days Road, Grange. Phone 356 1180.
--9o0000--20-

THE

64

660

BYTE

QUESTION

by Phil Guerney
Answers
No winner

to announce

to the February 1968/7 Questions

as the Christmas

break meant that winners

were

announced

in

February's issue. The February quiz winner will be given in the April issue and so on
through the year.

1. Commodore ae
te appearing
price of the C-64 at $US595.

in US magazines in 1962 gave the introductory

dg. The F-Series of computers that Commodore were announcing in 1952/5 sounded too
good to be true. They were basicaliy a C-64 with 128K RAM, expandabie to 896k, with
the same colour and sound as the C-64. (See Compute! March 1963, p.30)
3. The enormous number of PET’s sold in the USA in 1978, according to the Australian
Distributor’s 1979 literature, was 2,500. Of these, 80% were said to have been soic

te business and schools. Compare that to the 7,000,000+ C-64’s sold around the worid
so far (that robs me of a future quiz question,
heip putting it in).

but it’s so staggering

| couidn't

November 1982 prices were: Vic20 ($299); 1540 ($669); 1515 ($479); 16K expander
\$129);

Prog. Ref. Guide ($22); Joystick

($59.95 ea.)}. Total $1764.90!

($18); Super Expander

($69); Sargon & Gorf

S. Those games that Commodore revamped up from the Vic20 to the C-64 were Seawolf,
Rat Race, Gorf, Avenger, Omega Race, Clowns, Super (Jupiter) Lander and Speed Maths.
6.

The answers

accessories

wili

to the question of the greatest rip-offs in software,
have to wait unti]

books and

next month when | should have received

hundreds of replies I’m expecting from you!

the

MARCH 1987 QUESTIONS
This month the clues are a little more obscure than usual. But the answers to the
crossword on the following page are just the names of popular computer programs.
Most of them are games programs, but then most of the big selling (and big copied:
programs are games aren’t they’

=<300U004"*
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ACROSS

3.
S.

CLUES

DOWN

monitor
Jim Butter¢ield’s
Halo,
Alamo,
Advancing Wall,
Chess

and

4.

7.
_

Terminal
GPascal

i3.

Ase
“L@.
17.

program

written

rocks...
falling
the FA
quite
Mot

than

Faster

1-Downm

scenery

Pe

Z3.. Power
—

for

and

and

snap

a

up

duild

can

seeat

22.

but

little

30.

ponping tid called?
Inturiatingly bouncy

Ji.

GI*s

32.

I don’t unow what this progrem
but it #itted! Starts with G

is

not

douncy

in

9.

#iling progras!
me...
He siimed

quite

Up

tne

Ia

sky!

No

Im tt a plane?

bird?

Macé4?
Stop the

14.
14.

A Common Algorithmic
Lots of leaping with

19.

Mot super, not even
nevertheless a fast

20.

ready

She

gets

The

bustest

24.

Lumder,

Z7.

SD

it's a

tor

Language
A sword

easy Dut
sritor

Ken

barsan

in

OTe,

coal,

oil,

a

tt

war.

nuclear

23.

6

and

letternheads

10.
12.

the

west

and

Casey

Jores

=nite

24. Photos, banners, panels and pages
25. Ar and Ars Man had a power pill
brother

sore
Loot?

a

sane

dalis

inturiatingly

&.

in

cup

18. Uses a turtie
(23) Joystick wiggling

cards,

only)

nase

(¢tirst

Greeting

witn

mit

a

is

it

Archer

PA-20-181

Piper

olde

year

Oranges or electrical?
The Great Underground Esoire
Lupin salt rearranged
analysis
financial

a

playground

4.

and

butter+lies

walis,

His

tirst.

guide

li. Ragic
‘

training

such

need

you'll
A

Fly

2.

(apdreviation)

Whichever,

Cornered.

CLUES

1.

so

is

29.

space

Eat
lets

wars

thome applies quickly, there’s
pore on the next screen

PROBLENS

WITH

THE

15/14

by Greg Perry (c)

Are you the proud owner of a C-128D or C-128 and 1571 drive? Nice aren’t they. The

1571 is definitely one of the best single disk drives that Commodore have produced in
recent years. Immunisation at birth seems to have banished the old 1541 mis-alignment
virus. It also runs significantly cooler than the old 1541, is quiter and more intelligent than previous Commodore drives, with the ability to read and write a wide
variety of different (even non-Commodore) formats.
met
Unfortunately, the magic ’burst mode’ commands have proved to be difficult to use
for ’normal’ programming and are less useful than we had expected. However the fast
loading of programs and files is a boon.

;

But beware - Commodore engineers have ensured that there are still a few little
bugs crawiing around inside the Disk Operating System of the 15/1.
Myths.

There have been suggestions at the group’s meetings that there are different versions of the 1571. As = as | can ascertain this is incorrect. Although there have

Lies

been some changes to the 1571 electrical specifications for the circuit boards

1571 vs 128D) the actual ROM code is DOS Version 3.0 revision 2 (7). Commodore have
not released any other version in production drives. The ROMS in the 1571 and 128D
are interchangeable.

A Minor Problem - Software Copy Protection.

The first problem surfaces with some 1541 disk protection systems on the latest
1541 software.

This is not the fault of the 1571 but rather the result of indifferent

programming on the part of the software producers.
the 154i rely on extra tracks outside the norma!

37. (Flight Simulator and Elite are two examples.)

Many copy protection systems for

1-35 range,

nominally

—

These tracks are actually created on the inside of the disk, closest

tracks

36 and

;

to the hub of

the drive. Even with the 1541 (especially the later ones) this may cause problems. ie
is relatively easy for someone with knowledge of the Disk Operating Systeg RONS to
write code to create,

read and write such extra tracks,

but care is required.

Although the 1541 part of the 1571 DOS is generally compatible with that of the

original 1541, accessing tracks past 35 must be done with some skill, since not all
of the older code will work correctly. In the worst cases (most?) the drive will end
up in Commodore Heaven with the head being driven into unknown territory on the very
inside of the disk. Once this happens, the user may find that even after turning the
drive off and on again, it will refuse to load anything - even a directory.
lf this problem occurs it is necessary to force the rive cho Orin the head back

to the normal range. Fortunately this can be done without pain by INITIALIZING the

drive WITHOUT

the disk as follows:-

1. Open the drive door.

2. Turn the drive off for a few seconds and back on again.
3. Enter: OPEN 15,8,15,710" and press return.
The drive will rattle a bit and then stop with the error a flashing. (As it
should because there is no disk in!) All should now be OK. You now should be able to

load directories and programs normally.
A Major Bug - Side Two of the 15/1.

Major problems with the 1571 appear when we start using the second side of the
disk.

(Incidentally,

is it really the backside of the disk, and is the backside on

the top or on the bottom?) Some overseas magazines have even ce so far as to

suggest that the user should never use side 2 by ensuring that
-23-

a 1571 disk is never

more than half full. This is not actually true. Apart from the speed problems, side 2
can be used safely within certain guidelines.
The first minor annoyance occurs when the disk is at least half full and the file
or program has to be saved on the second side. Unlike the handy speed increase on

side one, when writing to side two, the 1571 speed drops to about 1/3 - 1/2 of that
of the 1541! The ig oe is caused by what we feel is the organisation of the sectors
on a 1571 disk. The Block Allocation Ae (BAH) which keeps account of which sectors
are used is split between side one and two. Unlike side one where the BAM is in
memory all the time, when pea aie to side two the drive has to keep reading the BAM
from the disk on side two to find out the location of the next free sector. This does

slow down the process of saving a file dramatically. Still, saving onto side two does
work reliably when ONLY A SINGLE FILE is in use, such as saving a program or text
from a word processor.
Data Corruption.

For the last 6 to 12 months or
programs cause problems when used
or Assemblers for the C-1Z28 (and
sided mode) we often found that,

so a number
on the 15/1.
even for the
although the

of us have been finding that certain
When using any of the Basic compilers
C-64 when used with a 1571 in double
compilation appeared normal, when the

compiled program was subsequently loaded into the computer a large chunk,
at times,

was missing.

For exampie,

a compiled

program which according

to 2ok

to the direc-

tory was 150 blocks long was loaded into memory and only occupied 12K, equivaient to
50 disk blocks. We had LOST 100 disk blocks somewhere!

This caused great problems with our recently completed GP TERM communication

program for the 0-64. This machine code program of 36K was written using an assembler
system for the 0-128.

Containing

11000+

lines of code,

the source

program simply wouldn’t fit onto a single side of a 1541!

file and assembled

Uther programs also cause problems. For erat in our ciub data base program,
store the records of up to 1500 members in a relative file. To create a selective

we

Mailing list we read the members’ name and address from the file and write them back
to a sequential file which we can use with the Superscript Hail-Nerge facility. Only
problem is that we end up with garbled data!
We have tracked the problem to using side two of the 1571 disk. When we made sure
that both source- and compiled programs stayed on side one of a disk, or used a
second drive to hold the compiled or assembied program we had no probiems!
The bug can be succinctly defined as follows:Data corruptiom WILL occur whenever one relative and one sequential file, UK three
sequential files are open at once, and the new file is being written to side two.
Let’s demonstrate the problem.
Take a new disk out of the box and FORMAT it (For example, HEADER "TEST",

122).
Then enter and run the following
program on the C-128 and watch what happens.
The program first creates a Relative file penne PED 716 blocks (lines 150 - 170)
so as to ensure that side 1 is completely filled. It then writes a few records to the
relative file (lines 200 - 240). The disk is now set up to demonstrate the bug.

By all normal logic of Commodore disk files we should be able to read some of
these records from the relative file and write them into a new SEQuential file. It
just happens that the new file will be set up on side 2!

[f you are not familiar with the use of RELative files don’t worry - [’m not
trying to pull the wool over your eyes! This process works fine on a 1541 or on Side

one of the 1571, and is used extensively in data base programs to produce a mailing
list file of names & addresses. (As done in the Group’s Membership Program.)
-{4-

100 REM DEMONSTRATION OF i571 BUG
+o REM (C) GREG PERRY BRISBANE FEB 87
120:
130 REM CREATE RELATIVE FILE TO FILL SIDE 1
140 REM AND PRE-EXPAND FILE
150 DOPEN#2, "MAIN FILE"™,L254: GOSUB 510
151 PRINT "{CLR] PLEASE WAIT: CREATING RELATIVE FILE"
152 PRINT "NOW'S THE TINE FOR A CUP OF TEA!*
160 RN=710; GOSUB 470: REM POSITION RECORD
ic PRINT#2, "END RECORD"
150:
190 REM WRITE SOME RECORDS TO FILE
200 FOR RN = 1 TO 40
210 PRINT "WRITING REL RECORD #";RN
220 GOSUB 470; REN POSITION RECORD
230 PRINT#2, "THIS IS RECORD #";RN
oh NEXT: DCLOSE
a REN *#% DEMONSTRATION

280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
a

OF ERROR ##*

;
DOPEN#3. "BAD FILE SIDE 2°,¥
IF DS=63 THEN DCLOSE: SCRATCH “BAD2": GOSUB 150: GOTO 280
DOPEN#2, "MAIN FILE"
FOR RN = 1 TO 40
PRINT "READING RECORD #";RN;
GOSUB 470: REM POSITION RECORD
INPUT#2, A$: PRINT A$
PRINT#3, "THIS 15 A COPY OF RECORD ";RN;"= ";A$
NEXT :DCLOSE

380
390:
400
410
420
fe

REM *## NOW READ BACK THE MESS WE CREATED!

460
461
470
480
490:
500
510
520
930

REM POSITION TO RELATIVE FILE
REM POSITION TO RELATIVE FILE TWICE:
RECORD#2, (RN): GOSUB 510
RECORD#2, (RN)

#3#

DOPEN#2. "BAD FILE SIDE 2*
1=0: DO UNTIL STOO :1=l+l
INPUT#Z,A$: PRINT 1,A$
LOOP: DCLOSE: END

REM CHECK DISK ERROR
IF DS<20 OR DS=50 THEN RETURN
PRINT "DISK ERROR ";D5$
DCLOSE: END

If

you RUN this

Middle

is missing!

program

you will notice that the data read back from the disk is

couracted after the20th sat of data, Note also that a large part of the data in the
As another test, view the directory of the disk and note the number of blocks
free. (Hint: the total of blocks free and allocated must add up to 1328!) Now

VALIDATE or COLLECT the disk and view the directory again and recalculate the total
blocks. Strange isn’t it, we have now created a disk
with!
What's actually happened? if one checks the disk
(such as Paul Blair’s "126/80 Disk Util") one finds
not in fact 9 blocks long as indicated, but in fact
-25-

with more blocks than we started

with a track and sector pragees
file is
that our new sequential
contains only 6 blocks!

In various tests it can be established that the actual number of blocks
USED by a
sequential file created in such a manner will be between 5 and 7, IRRESPEC
TIVE of
what the directory says! (In one of my commercial
programs we created a SEQ file og
186 blocks, containing the names and addresses of B00 clients. The
only problem was

that in reality it only contained 6 blocks of garbled data. | had a
bit of explaining

to do, | can tell you!)

For a bit of fun, try to COPY the bad file, using COPY "BAD FILE SIDE 2" to
"ANOTHER BAD ONE", and see what happens.
The Solution

to Side 2 Probiems.

Why

does this happen you
weil ask. | don’t know. | have a Tairly good idea,
but I’m not going to tell youmayjust
yet. Stay tuned to the next issue. |f anyone
has
any suggestions as to what causes the problem please send us your
answer.
A Few Hints

A. The problem oniy occurs when either one RELative file and one SEQuentia|
Ur three SkQuential files are open at once, and the new file is on side 32.
6. Corruption ot data occurs
tile,

after roughly 1016 bytes have been written

V. The resulting file actually contains only 5 - 7 blocks,
amount of data written.

file

to the new

irrespective of the

b. immediately after the creation of the file the totai block count (free and

ailocated blocks)

appear,

is correct at 1928, but after a COLLECT or VALIDATE

[’1] be interested

‘extra’

blocks

in your suggestions.

Avoiding the Froblen.

Impossible! As far as i am aware there’s no way to prevent ee ae occurring,
However, in the example provided in the above program, it is possible
to successful ly
create the new sequential file on side 2 in a different manner with no corruption,
This can be done by opening the RELative file and reading into the computer’s memory

as much as you need, closing the RELative file, opening the SEQuential file and

writing the new information. If more data is needed than can be contained in the
computer’s memory, one needs to perform this task several times and use the APPEND

command to add each new batch of data to the end of the SkQuential file.
With compilers or assemblers the only solution is to ensure that the compiled or

assembled file stays on side one, or use two disk drives with the binary file going
to the second drive.

People have suggested that there are some other problems with the 1571, but [ have

not personally found any other major problems.

very interested in hearing about then.

If you can document any,

| would be

We have informed Commodore Australia about the above problems and they are looking
Into it. However, since al] the development is done overseas, we will have to bide
our time. There are rumours of revision ROMS for the 1571, but we have not received

any specific information at the time of writing.

---9o000---26-

KICKSTART / WORKBENCH V. 1.2
It's been a long time in coming, but Commodore-Amiga’s release of the upgrade to
Version 1.1 of the operating system is a reality.
Commodore

was scheduled to ship what is called as “Amiga Enhancer Software”

in mid

February, available through authorized Amiga dealers for $25.00
_ The package contains three disks: Kickstart 1.2, Workbench 1.2, and a new Extras
disk 1.2 including a revised Amiga Basic, several software tools, and PC utilities.
The enclosed documentation updates "Introduction to Amiga", "The AmigaDOS Manual",
"AnigaDOS ROM Kernel! Reference Manual, and the "Intuition Reference Manual". it
includes "Introduction to PC Utilities" which we’ll get into later in this article.
Here is a listing of most of the major changes of Version 1.2:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

In Workbench, when you drag an icon you’l! see an actual copy of the
icon move under your pointer.

Gadgets and Requestors are now automatically selected.

You don’t have

to click inside the box before -typing text into a string gadget.
When you format a disk, the drive light stays on until he
initialization has been completed.
An icon for the RAM disk is created by any command which touches the

RAN disk. A "Dir RAM!" from CLI or in the "Startup-sequence" does
the trick. At this point, you can access the RAM disk from Workbench,
—

but the icon for it will remain until you power-off or re-boot.
Icons of driver
There is a new "Expansion" drawer on the Workbench.
Upon
drawer.
this
into
dragged
be
can
devices
files for add-on
re-booting the system, these add-ons will be automatically configured

.
and operational.
Your Amiga can now recognize and use a 5.26 inch disk drive, using the
. conjuction with a Hountlist
new "Mount® and "Diskchange" commandsin
file.
lmageWriter 11,
Printer support is now added for these printers: Apple provide
d.
are
tions
Instruc
292.
and
192,
92,
ne
Microli
Okidata
gadgets.
Preferences

now includes drag bars and front/back

in Preferences you can set “Interlace"
doubling the number of available screen
2 complete program screens at the same
(10) Preferences has a Changs Serial gadget,
adget. Available serial settings are:

as the default operating mode,
It let’s you display
lines.
time, one below the other.
replacing the old Baud Rate
Baud Rate, Buffer Size, Read

Write Bits, Stop Bits, Parity, and Handshaking method.

Bits,
ae printer, the
(11) When adding a custom written driver for a eee
ces printer ist.
new entry will appear in the Preferennumero
us features and options
(12) A new version of hotepad supper
improved.
works from Workbench and CLI. It’s greatly rds
for a variety of
keyboa
dozen
a
about
ts
suppor
(13) The Amiga now
for Dvorak
languages via the SetHap tool.

(14)

Support is available
ote

keyboards.

has been moved to the
Formerly residing in the "C" directory,froa "Say"
CLI and Workbench.
"System" directory and will now work
-21-

‘

(15) "Diskcopy® and "Format® have also been goved froa the °C" directory
to the *"Systea® directory.

(16) "GraphicDump" has been added to Workbench letting you dump the front
most screen to your graphics printer after a 10 second pause.

(17) "AddBuffers® adds sector caches for chosen disk drives speeding disk
access speed. Example: AddBuffers df0: 25

(18) Another CLI command, “phan ee
lets you raise or lower the
priority of the current CLI task. Example: ee aera
“5
(19) "DigkChange® reads the info from a mounted 5.25 inch drive after a
disk change has been made. These drives don’t do this automatically.
(20) "DiskDoctor® fixes a corrupted or unreadable disk. The desired disk
drive should be typed after the command.
(21) The "Hount® command installs a new device such as a 5.25 inch drive.
The example "Mountlist® text file in the "devs" directory may be
edited to mount a device as you desire.

(22

—*

"Path" is a new command letting you add directories of your choice
to be auto-searched when you run a command or program from CLI.
Example: Path ADD SYS:systen

(23) "SetDate"

annie. the timestamp

Example: SetDate dfi:datafile

of a

previously saved file.

25-Dec-86 10:00:00

(24) A new version of AmigaBasic is included on the new "Extras® disk.
This one is fully compatible with Kickstart/Workbench 1.2.
(25) Moving on to the "Tools" drawer on the "Extras" disk, you'll find
several programs with documentation on-disk.
"Fed" is a font editor
giving you the power to create personalized fonts in low or medium

.
screen resolution.
(26) A fully enhanced, menu driven version of MicrokMACS can be used as a
word processor or text editor. The multitude of commands can be used
with the gouse or from your keyboard.

icon.
(27) "IconHerge® combines 2 icons into a 2-part oo
(28) PrintFi les" lets you print text files by single-clicking it’s icon
then, while depressing the SHIFT key, double-clicking the icon of a
tert file. Four more tools are in the directory.
PC
(29) The "PC Utilities" drawer on the "Extras" disk is a surprise.
Format formats a 5.25 inch drive’s disk as a 360K PC-DOS disk while
in native Amiga mode without the aid of Transformer or Sidecar.
In Amiga mode, you can
ee
(30) "PCCopy® and "ToPCCopy" do what's

copy files to or from 5.25 inch PC-DOS disks, provided you have a
In native Amiga mode, | downloaded SPEEDY3. EXE
tt: inch disk drive.

from an Amiga BBS. This program speeds 7 the screen display and
operation < Transformer, the software IBM-PC emulator which does not
is a PC/HS-DOS
seem to run under 1.2. The problem? SPEEDY3.EXE
it from an AmigaD0S
run
can’t
Transformer
running
Aniga
An
program.

disk.

"ToPCCopy"

let me sove the program to a PC-DOS 5.25 inch disk.

Problem soived.

There you have it, a quick tour of the gajor additions/features of the "Amiga
Enhancer Software” known as 1.2. At $25.00 this is a bargain. The manual contains

plenty of information for programmers too.

.

No Amiga owner should be without this package. Buy it:

--900-lf the commercia!

release

is available on time we hope to demonstrate

next Amiga Meeting (22nd February).
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1.2 at our
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Some time ago our secretary Norm Chambers

received a letter from our member Harry

Carter of Browns Plains, who disagreed with the opinions expressed in a previous news
letter re U.K. computer magazines. Without quoting his letter in full Harry wrote
that

1 (yes Harry,

it was yours truly who wrote those notes)

wasn’t quite fair to

English computer magazines. He felt that, despite their excessive coverage of games
and their dot-matrix program listings, the magazine that he purchases ("Your Commodore") offers him some good programs and utilities which, as he said, were better
than similar ones in American magazines. Generally he found that the programs which
he did type in had few mistakes

in them, whereas Compute! and Compute!’s Gazette

often publish pages with rectification of errors.

Well Harry, you’ve certainly thrown a difficult one at me! We are here in the area
of value judgement and taste, and all that | can do is to try to clarify py position.

First and foremost | am NOT anti-British! Five years ago the only information that
we could obtain in print about matters related to Commodore were mainly from the U.K.
The basis of these articles were laid by those people in the U.K. who formed ICPUG
(Independent Commodore Pet Users Group, now renamed as Independent Commodore Products
Users Group). Two of the most well known members were (and are) Nike Todd and Raeto
C. West (yes, the one of the big Commodore reference books). Their newsletter is at
present probably one of the very best around.
—
With the arrival of the VIC-20 and the C-64 the emphasis in both book- and magazine production shifted to the USA and this situation
is still with us today.
In trying

to give an overview of the Stee

eq eae ye
Gat ae ee

viously coloured by my
personal views and experiences.
is a fac
a
e
three
Major English posaines ane ail very similar and games orientated. It is also a fact
that the majority of their program listings are standard dot-matrix (i.e. B01 type)
iistings. Up tili recently they even didn’t translate Commodore’s meaningiess
graphics characters with more meaningful descriptions such as those which can be
found in Greg Perry's ’Nice Lister’ prograa. Have you ever tried to type 1n a program
which empioys lots of these graphics characters which are very often wellnigh

impossibie to read? | have, and this makes me appreciate all the more the listing

conventions employed by certain American Bagazines.
You also mentioned the fact that, despite the fact that the Americans employ

check-sum programs,

they still have mistakes in them. Absolutely true! But, | have

found on quite a few occasions that | have been able to deduct what the program line
had to be, precisely because of the check-sum systen.
So, | intend to stick with my opinions, namely that the UK magazines are fine if
your main interest is games or if you are an owner of a C-16/Plus-4. Generally |
Still find the US magazines better produced with a better mix of articles and
certainly easier program listings. However (+), even here | reach the stage where |
find that ’Compute!’s Gazette’, ‘Run’ and "Ahoy: basically cover the same material
ad infinitum and I’m getting rather bored with the lot of them: This probably means
that I'm getting stale, but when | read in the Feb.6/ Gazette again for the umpteenth
time a listing of dot-matrix printers and their features, I’m not really interested
anymore, although there are probably lots of new Commodore users out there who have
been waiting anxiously for just such an article!
Now, if it was a new Amiga magazine ..... that would be really something!
Editor

et

TES
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ViC-20 COMPUTER CLASSIC GAMES (on tape): Sorcerer & the Princess - Yic Resque - Alien
Attack - Fantazia - Snackman. Original Cost $100.00 --- Best Offer.
Contact

Vic Mobbs on 071 / 941 330

VIC-20 MEMORY EXPANDER made to order: &k - $50, 16K - $70, 24K - $90, dZK - $100
ANALOGUE JOYSTICK (Koala Pad Type) - $32.90
588
VIC-20 4-SLOT EXPANSION BOARD - $50.00 --- VIC-20 3K SUPER EXPANDER - 650. uv
ViC-20 CARTRIDGE GAMES x 3 - $10.00 ea.
Contact

Barry Wilson

on 399 6204 a.h.

"BYTES® - these small computer-related adverts are FREE to all financial members:

<==—QQU90F==

GAME

=

COHNMNE

FR

by Jamie Ogden

MINT REVIEW
KNIGHT GAMES
Having your head knocked off by a mace and goptang the living daylights beaten out
of you is not exactly what | would call an athletic sport. This means that your
joystick is safe from being destroyed as in most games like this. The backdrops are
very impressive and the detailed characters are superb. There are some catchy little
tunes to it and some very good sound effects. It’s not all that hard, and I would say
after playing it fora month it would end up in the drawer and gather dust. | was a
iittle bit disappointed not to see any blood and gore, but who likes that stuff

aeney

i

IDEA GRAPHICS © SOUND» HOOKABILITY
92
97
82
Le

VALUE
a

OVERALL
"

HINTS & TIPS

Yes, Once again | have decided to enlighten you mortals with the power of the poke
- cough... ough! There are a few peautlon this aonth, including THRUST and THINGY

... Oh... By the way if you have any trouble with any cheats in this column than
write me a letter to let me know. So, let’s get started.
-30-

THRUST

This little ... um... er... thingumebob really works! Yep, hold down F/ + FS at

the same time and your ship will fly so slowly that the tricky passages will be a
piece of cake! Beauty mate!

DEATHWAKE

The ol’

password in the high score table is gettin’
.

.

‘

a

to be a bore, but here’s ye
x

another anee Type ITS MY BIRTHDAY and you are invulnerable

3

t

in this game.

GYROSCOPE
i ye ol’ ’ reset button. Kazam! Now, type in these po KES weer
Load the game and hit
POKE 4668", 76 - POKE 46688,105 - POKE 46689, 182 ; followed by SYS 2067.
Now you have unlimited lives. Wow! Gee Whizz! Flabbergasting stuff.

MUTANT MONTY

You would think people would get sick of this t...h. Yuk! Anyway here are some
heats for it:
a
a
_
" POKE 21647,173 (infinite lives) - POKE 18547, ({ - 100) (to change the speed of
the game} - SYS 22039 (restart the game).
=
Bythe way, to make any improvements to this game, ..... just don’t load it!

THING ON A SPRING
Without

a cheat mode

| don’t think anyone

.
=
could possibly get through this Bane.

can't even get through it with the cheat mode! Anyway, if you hold down 7, #, i, 7.
G, INST/DEL, and <—

bravo,

isn't

(top jeft corner of keyboard) the border changes COLOUD «+ wa | ES.

that fantastic.

By the way,

it also gives you unlimited

oil! See ya!

ATTENTION
If
And

s found a cheat mode for GREEN BERET, | would love to hear from you.
pet

other cheats / or shortcuts for other games would

oo

welcome. | am still waiting for all the ‘cheaters’ from brisbane with their
cuts’ to success. Please forward any Pokes, Cheats, Shortcuts etc. to: -

‘short

HINTS & TIPS, ¢/~ Janie Ogden, 493 Alice Street, Jaryborough, &, 4000.
by members. Happy Hacking!

i will of course acknowledge ali contributions

IF Ww Wasnr

FOR

CHAPS

Him

WE

HavE

LIKE

PRoBRBLY

BEEN

WourDwyd

INVENTED

Yer!

etnies
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by Bill Bohlen

DaAask.

Cc.

OS6

MENU
DISK LABEL
EMERG. LANDING
PAC-BOY
FISH-AHOL
3D-FOUR WINS
WILD WATERS
PULL-DOWN MENU
FRUSTRATION
BATTLESHIP

CR?

Ic

2

hed Sed

Game

Connect
Guide

4

in

canoe

3 dimensions
through

raging

torrents.

Menu subroutine
for Basic programs.
Mastermind
on the C-64.
Destroy
as many planes
and subs
as
possible.
Desk Calendar to keep appointments.
Music progrem
from RUN magazine.
From RUN.
Pre to produce
newsletter
To read what’s
produced
by
To print

Disk

available

seGese

Menu with program
instructions
Print
labels
for disk jackets
Helicopter pilot needs a break
Pac-man’s
son.
Game

MEMO
TOTAL MUSI
MAG PRODUC
MAG READER
MAG PRINTER
DISK KEEPER
Also

.

are

DISK
DISK
DISK

NO.
NO.
NO.

now

Utility

the

174
175
176

from

RUN

following

-

TPUG
TPUG
TPUG

above

magazine

disks:

November
December
January

i986
1986
i987

KKK

German

Word Processor

While in Switzerland a few weeks ago, | was able to pick up a copy of MASTERTEXT,
a word processor which emulates a German typewriter and lets you print out the German

alphabet including all their special characters like ‘umlauts’ and the German ‘double
s' character. It can print out with any Commodore printer (including the 602) and the
Epson oX-80.

As far as | am aware,

it is in public domain, so if anyone would like a copy,

piease contact Bill Bohien on 208 3729.

---90000---
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by Ralph De Yries
OBSOLETE:

Fallen

into disuse or no longer in use (Maquarie Dictionary).

Obsolescence is definitely part and parcel of the computer world. In the Commodore
world we only have to think of the PET’s and the VIC-20’s as very good examples of
obsolete computers. But what does it really mean, this term "obsolete"?
Now that micro computers have been with us for some eight years or 50, certain

patterns are starting to emerge. The first and main cause of obsolescence is advances
in technology. As an example, the VIC-20 was superseded by the (-64 which offered
more memory, better sound- and graphics facilities etc., at a relatively lower price.
The second cause partly relates to technology, but has really far pore to do with
marketing, timing, pricing and advertising. The classic Commodore example of this is
the PLUS/4. In some respects it was/is a better computer than the 0-04 (a better
Basic, improved design etc.), but it lacked graphics- and sound facilities, which
Meant that it was incompatibie with the very
ee C-64, For Commodore the result
was a marketing disaster and contributed partly to their financial problems.
The third cause really relates to the second one; namely how the market place
perceives the product or, in simple terms, how much software support the computer
question gets.

in

All this was brought home to me agen by an article in the Feb ‘S/ issue of
"Compute!", sapacent ly rumors persist in the USA that Commodore is going to downpiay

or even drop the C-128 after X-mas 1986. Sales and profits are supposediy not up to
scratch, hence the possible disappearance of this very fine 8-bit machine. Now ]

stress that this is only a rumour. After all, we are only talking about the USA, and
Commodore aren’t saying how well the C-128 and C-128D are doing in the rest of the
world.

However,

it is a fact that, apart from word processors, spread sheets and data

Dase programs, there is wistually Wo software support for the C-128. Apparently the
world’s software manufacturers have decided in their infinite wisdom that the C-126
doesn’t merit the release of software specifically written for this machine, hence

the so-called C-64/C-128 compatible packages, which really means (-04 software which

will also run on the C-126.

So, if you are not interested

in the above mentioned

:
application programs you may as well stick with the C-64!
Which brings us to the Amiga. Currently the Amiga sold is the Model 1000, normally
sold in the 512K configuration.

By now it is a well known fact that Commodore are to

release in 1967 a Model 2500, a super Amiga with many expansion possibilities (but
with the same 68000 processor chip), and an ‘el cheapo’ Amiga (Node! 5007), which say
come with 512 or 1024K on board, and have the operating system in ROM rather than
2
load it into RAM, as is done in the Model 1000.
The ‘cheap’ Amiga probably won’t be seen till much later in 1987, but could well
be priced so competitively that it will kill off the C-128. This was my own reasoning

for buying an Amiga and disposing of my (-128.

Have | made the right decision? | don’t know.

inet,

:

| a satisfied that the Amiga is a

better computer than either the Macintosh or Atari ST, but will the software

developers agree with me? Commodore seem to be only interested in making the Amiga

1BH soppatin

PC clone. It should
thus turning it into the world’s most expensive

be fully explored for its own very positive features, &.€- multi-tasking,

open —

architecture, graphics and sound; all features where it scores over the opposition.
Only by doing this successfully can the tera obsolete be avoided for some years,
-33-

SOFTWARE:

ACCESSORIES:

GAMES

ae
PAPER

EDUCATION

FORMS

| BUSINESS
;

PRINTERS

FURNITURE

|

ETC.

|

|
|

||
i

|

FOR C.C.U.G.(@) MEMBERS ONLY:

CLTIZEN LSP L200 PRINTER (COMMODORE INTERFACED) - $499.00
pepe

ates

semen

|
ah

i

= Sundown Computer Gentre
744

GYMPIE

CHERMSIDE

TELEPHONE

Contact:

REMEMBER

Les

—

Van

ROAD

4032

(07)

Tovier,

or

Roz

350

453544

Phil

\

Stafford

Winterton

wE ARE COMPUTER SPECIALISTS!

|

C-. €- _ ©F ©... ceoouiInec.
Paine tyTfuoir*
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Technical Coordinator:
sub-Group Coordinator:
Chieti Librarian:
Newsietter Editor:

GREG PERRY
NORM CHAMBERS
LESTER BENNETT
Position Vacant
TERRY STEER
MAURICE HAWKYARD
RALPH DE VRIES

Ph. 38 3295
Ph. 341 5651
Ph.800 1243

Ph.806 2424
Ph. 343 5717
Ph. 300 3477

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Assistant to Treasurer:
Amiga Coordinator:
vU-125 Contact:
Vie-20 Contact:
Education Officer:
Sysop:
BES (Group’s Bulietin Board::
Lending Library - Hain Meeting Only:

JOHN VAN STAVEREN
STEVE NCNANEE
JIM VICK
BARKi WILSON
BILL WEEKS
RAY KING

MAURICE HAWKYARD

(Tnis covers Books - Magazines -} | ALAN HORNE
anc Commercial

Software

GEUFF BLACK
TERRY STEER
BILL BOHLEN
MAK BEAN

phone numbers are private numbers.

members can only be contacted after hours’
Greg Ferry can be reached

contacted

3651
1127
1678
6204
2823
1409
2125
5717

Fheoré
Ph.806
Ph. 206
Ph.208

L203
2424
372g
1225

Ph.Jdg& 7441

Tor alij

(Computer Modeis, Except Amiga! ]
Librarian - Amiga Sub-Group Unly:
sales - Books & Accessories:
Library Sates - P.D. Disks & Tapes:
:
PLEASE NOTE: The above

|

Ph. 372
Ph. 262
Ph.345
Ph. 333
Ph.341
Ph. 206
Ph.808
Ph.S45

only between

between 9 am and 5 pa.

and most ci ovr committes

10 am and 4 pm, and Maurice

Hawkyard

can be

"CURSOR" NEWSLETTER

Editor:
Assistant Editor - C-64 & C-128:
Assistant Editor - Amiga:
Art & Design Advisor:

RALPH DE VRIES
JIN VICK
STEVE HCNANEE
LINDSAY WHIPP

Ph.300
Ph. 345
Phe262Z
Ph.356

3477
1875
1127
8374

Address for newsletter mail only: P.O, BOX 364 - ASHGROVE - QLD - 4060.
Deadline for ail newsletter material is the FIRST TUESDAY OF THE MONTH.
Please address all other mail to P.O. Box 274 - SPRINGWOOD - QLD - 4127

The opinions expressed herein are those of the Author(s), and not necessarily those
of the C. ©. U. G. (Q) Inc. or the Editorial Staff.
Permission for reprinting by other Commodore Computer Users Groups is granted,
Provided that both source and author are acknowledged.
Published by: COMMODORE COMPUTER USERS GROUP (QLD) Inc. - P.0.Box 274 SPRINGWOOD 4127
Printed by: BRISBANE EDUCATION CENTRE - cnr Rose St. & Kent Rd. - Wooloowin.
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The Number One

Symbol in Computers.
Commodore.

= commodore

COMPUTER
Keeping up with you.
i

